AMERICAN MESSAGING OPTIONAL SERVICES
Descriptions
Group Call
There are several types of group calls available. The most common is called the
Common Address Group Call which is defined as the same text or numeric
message being distributed to a pre-established group of pagers, which can be
managed by the customer with the use of equipment programmers. Group call
can also be accomplished by American Messaging applying additional common
cap codes to the pagers at the time of order fulfillment.
Voice Mail
Voice Mail enables the customer to personally greet those who call the pager and
allows callers to leave personal voice messages in the pager’s private mailbox.
The pager then notifies the owner that a message is waiting.
Secondary / Toll Free Numbers
Secondary and Toll Free Numbers are perfect for distribution to clients or
associates who are located nationwide.
Custom Greeting
Custom Greeting enables the pager owner to personally greet those who call the
pager. The greeting message can be updated as often as desired.
Operator Dispatch
Operator Dispatch is a 24/7 live operator answered dispatch service that will send
alphanumeric messages to the pager owner.
PageSaver ™
PageSaver™ insures that pages are not missed if the pager is left at home, leaves
the coverage area, or if the battery runs down. With PagerSaver™ the owner
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simply calls the pager number and retrieves the last 15 pages including the time
and date the pages were sent.
Page Forwarding
Page Forwarding allows messages that are sent to your one way pager to be
delivered to another pager.
Dispatch Software
Dispatch software is available as a convenient method to send messages from a
personal computer.
PageCopy™
PageCopy™ allows customers to have message that are sent to their pager, to be
copied to an unlimited number of addresses or devices such as email and SMS.
IntelliMessage ® Mobile and Desktop
IntelliMessage® Mobile and Desktop is an enhancement to the paging experience.
The IntelliMessage® application for smart devices and desktop delivers and
intrusively displays critical messages on any PC, tablet or smartphone in seconds.
Messages are intrusively received and displayed in an application separate from
text and email.
Critical Messaging System
Critical Messaging System is our campus or in house based paging system. Critical
messages stay off public networks which ensure fast throughput and consistent
message delivery. Low cost and simple to deploy.
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